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New limits on the gravitational Majorana screening from the Zürich G experiment
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We analyze the results from an experiment being conducted at the Physik-Institut, Universita¨t Zürich to
measure the gravitational constant, and obtain a tight constraint on the Majorana gravitational shielding factor.
The limit we obtain is two orders of magnitude lower than the positive results obtained by Majorana in the
1920s and a factor of about 5 better than the constraint obtained by Braginsky in a more modern laboratory
experiment. The Zu¨rich experiment is expected in the future to provide a better constraint which is another
factor of 10 lower than our present estimate.

PACS number~s!: 04.80.Cc
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The possibility of shielding gravity is at present outsi
the scope of the standard theory of gravitation. This
mainly due to the fundamental feature of gravity that there
only one type~sign! of gravitational charge@1#. On the other
hand, the question of whether gravity could be shielded
absorbed by an intervening medium has been important f
an empirical point of view. The issue has been addres
experimentally during the last century in several laborat
experiments and astronomical tests, and theoretically by
eral physicists@2#.

The experimental activity was brought to focus by Ma
rana who conducted several high precision experiments
a weighing balance. He was motivated by theoretical con
erations which he himself developed that questioned if s
dard Newtonian gravity was unaffected by intervening m
ter. Majorana’s formulation of the problem@3# introduced an
absorption coefficienth which modified the gravitational ac
celerationg of a testbody when it is geometrically screen
by an intervening body of densityr(r ) as

g85g expX2hE r~r !drC.
*r(r ) dr represents the gravitational opacity by some

tervening matter. Majorana’s estimate forh, from phenom-
enological considerations, was between 10211 and 10212

cm2/g. Clearly, experimental determination of such a sm
shielding factor would be very difficult, requiring very so
phisticated measurements capable of resolving fractio
changes in force of the order of 10210. In experiments, nor-
mally a medium of uniform densityr and spatial extentl is
interposed between an attracting mass~such as Earth! and a
test mass. Then the exponential factor is well approxima
as (12hr l ), where l is the effective screening length pro
vided by the medium. The typical value for the quantityhr l ,
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accessible for such experiments, is in the range of 1029 to
10210 and the corresponding values forh are in the range of
10212210213 cm2/g.

Majorana conducted a series of experiments betw
1920 and 1930 to see whether there was absorption of gr
tational interaction by intervening matter. In a carefully co
ducted experiment, he compared the weights of two le
balls, one used as a tare mass and another as the test
which could be ‘‘shielded’’ by about 100 kg of mercur
from the Earth’s gravitational field@3#. He observed an effec
amounting to a weight correction of about 8310210. The
resolution of the modified weighing balance he used w
about 6310210 in a single measurement and close to 10210

from repeated observations. In another experiment condu
several years later with the same kind of balance and dif
ent arrangements with much larger masses~the shielding
matter was about 10000 kg of lead!, a slightly smaller shield-
ing factor was measured@4#. The absorption coefficienth
deduced from these experiments was 6.7310212 cm2/g and
2.8310212 cm2/g, respectively, consistent with Majorana
phenomenological estimates.

Braginsky investigated gravitational screening in a re
nance experiment@5# and later in a torsion balance exper
ment @6#. The sensitivity of the first experiment was simila
to that of Majorana and it was concluded that the probabi
of seeing an effect of magnitude comparable to that seen
Majorana was smaller than about 4%. The torsion bala
experiment was an order of magnitude more sensitive,
gave a limit of 2.8310213 cm2/g for h. An overview of other
contemporary shielding experiments is available elsewh
@7#.

Constraints onh obtained from planetary orbital data an
gravimetric observations during eclipses are in general m
stringent than those from direct laboratory experimen
Based on an early observation by Russel@8# that Majorana
shielding could affect the universality of free fall, the mo
stringent limit ofh<1.0310221 cm2/g has been obtained b
Eckhardt from an analysis of the laser ranging data on
Moon’s orbit @9#. Reviews of these constraints are availab
in @2,7#. In this paper, though, we focus only on the resu
from laboratory experiments.
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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We have observed that a new beam balance experime
the Physik-Institut, Universita¨t Zürich, aimed at measuring
the gravitational constant at 10 ppm level, can also give v
useful information on Majorana gravitational screening.
this paper we describe an analysis of their results, wh
provided the value ofG at the 200 ppm level, in terms of th
gravitational screening hypothesis. We estimate that
gravitational screening in the experiment is smaller tha
value corresponding toh.5310214 cm2/g. Moreover, as
the precision improves in theG measurement, the same e
periment will be able to probe gravitational screening at
level of h<1310214 cm2/g. This enormous sensitivity
comes about due to the fact that unlike torsion balances
ployed for the measurement ofG, the beam balance mea
sures the weight changes in the Earth’s large attractive fi
and any small shielding of this field will result in a change
the weight which is a significant fraction of the gravitation
signal from the source masses. In other words, the modifi
tion of the Earth’s gravity due to the hypothetical screen
and resulting change in weight is comparable or more t
the gravitational signal sought for in theG experiment.

The principle and details of the Zu¨rich experiment are
described in several publications@10–12#. The heart of the
experiment is an ultrahigh precision beam balance which
a precision of 100 ng in a single weighing, for weighing a
kg mass. Statistically averaged measurements can rea
precision of 10 ng. Two test masses are suspended on s
rate wires such that they hang on the same axis at diffe
vertical positions, and the balance can be used for compa
the masses by alternatively connecting the test masses t
balance, keeping the load on the balance arm constan
about 1 gm. The weight difference is modulated by two c
lindrical masses with a central bore. The positions of the
masses with respect to the attracting cylindrical masses
chosen such that they are at an extremum of the field,
this way there is no need to determine the positions of v
ous masses to very high precision to obtain a high precis
value of the gravitational constant. The cylindrical mas
are tanks in which a liquid such as water or mercury can
filled.

Referring to Fig. 1, the gravitational signal~the weight
difference between the two test masses for a fixed positio
the attracting cylindrical masses! changes when the cylindri
cal masses are moved from position 1 to position 2. T
series of experiments have been performed so far, one
water filled in the tanks and a second series with merc
filled in the tanks. The main result is that the gravitation
constantG is determined with a systematic uncertainty
about 200 ppm~the statistical errors are comparatively ne
ligible!. The aimed accuracy is about 10 ppm and efforts
underway to achieve this. An important result is that the t
determinations ofG with water filled and mercury filled
tanks agree with each other within about 50 ppm. It is t
observation we will use to make our estimate of the Ma
rana shielding parameterh.

From the relative positions of the masses it is clear tha
position 1, the upper test mass is more or less comple
shielded geometrically from the Earth’s field~except for the
opening of the bore, but this correction is small! by the two
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cylindrical masses whereas the lower test mass is comple
unshielded. In position 2, the lower test mass is comple
shielded~except for the bore! by the lower cylindrical mass
and the upper test mass is partially shielded, being far
away, by the same cylindrical mass. Since the test masse
always at an extremum of the gravitational field, the to
measured weight of each of the test masses can be writte
wi5mig1FW o1FW d when not shielded andwi5mig(1
2hrml )1FW o1FW d when shielded. The subscripti denotes
test mass 1 or 2, andFW o is the force due to the nearer ma
on the test mass at the extremum position.FW o has the same
magnitude for both test masses to a great accuracy~the dif-
ference between the two test masses is only of the order
few milligrams at most!. FW d is the force due to the farthe
attracting mass at an effective distanced from the test mass
Typically the values ford are 175 cm and 105 cm from th
center of mass of the farther test mass in the two positio

The basic sensitivity of the experiment to address
question of shielding is decided by the approximate expr
sion Dw.mghl(rHg2rwat). Dw is the minimum weight
change that can be measured andl is the effective screening
length from one cylindrical mass. SinceDw is determined to
about 10 ng, the sensitivity of the experiment for measur
h, limited by statistical errors, can be estimated to be 10
ml(rHg2rwat). With l .50 cm, rHg2rwat512.6 g/cm3,
andm251000 gm, the smallesth that can be probed is abou
10214 cm2/g. In the experiment, the systematic errors are
order of magnitude larger and the actual constraint we ar
at is, therefore, larger.

In positions 1 and 2, respectively, the weight~force! dif-
ferences are of the form

Dw15~m12m2!g12m2ghr l 22Fo22F105,

Dw25~m12m2!g2m1ghr l 12Fo22F1751m2g8hr l 8.

The second equation needs some explanation. The
term comes from the shielding of the upper test mass by
lower attracting mass. Since the shielding is geometrica

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the two positions in wh
the cylindrical source masses~shaded! and the test masses~m1 and
m2! are placed in the Zu¨rich G experiment.
1-2
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partial an effective value for the gravitational attraction
the Earth needs to be used and the spatial extent of the
tervening matter is different from the value denoted byl. An
estimate of the effective gravity could be made from t
geometrical factors, and the volume which is geometrica
shielded is 18% of the total volume of Earth. This has to
corrected for the increased density at the central region
get an effective value for gravity. But the general conclus
is that the last term contributes only about 10% of the to
contribution from shielding when we take the measu
gravitational signalDw12Dw2 , and therefore we neglect
in this estimate. Sincem1.m2[m, the measured differenc
signal is

Sg[Dw12Dw2.3mghr l 24Fo22F10512F175.

The quantity on the left-hand side is measured with
statistical accuracy of 10 ng and a systematic uncertaint
160 ng ~200 ppm of the gravitational signal from mercu
filled tanks!. The last three terms on the right-hand side c
be estimated to an accuracy decided by the accuracy
which the gravitational constant is known. Since the exp
ment was designed to measure the gravitational constan
cannot use the best value ofG for this estimate. Instead w
rely on the important fact that the values ofG measured with
water and mercury as the source masses are identical w
about 50 ppm. This means that any contribution of the fi
term in the gravitational signal in the experiment is limited
about 50 ppm.~It may be argued that such a contributio
could be at the level of the quoted systematic errors. W
this does not alter the constraint onh very much, we believe
that the agreement is better than the quoted systematic e
since the main contribution to the systematic error ari
from a nonlinearity of the balance and the quoted numbe
an upper limit.! For estimating an upper limit onh, we take
l

.
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a conservative value for the difference inG values to be 100
ppm. This residualDwres amounts to about 80 ng in th
mercury experiment. The absorption length varies from 50
70 cm, and it is larger than 50 cm for most of the volume
the cylindrical masses. We takel conservatively at 50 cm
We now estimate the admissible value ofh from

Dwres.3mhl~rHg2rwat!.

This gives h<Dwres/3ml(rHg2rwat).4.3310214

cm2/g.
These estimates represent the best limits on the Majo

shielding factor from a laboratory experiment. They not on
rule out the Majorana hypothesis of shielding with a sen
tivity approaching a factor 100 compared to Majorana
positive results, but also provide a new constraint which i
factor of about 5 better than the best direct laboratory exp
ment done so far.

The Zürich experiment can provide a factor of 5 to 1
better limits on the Majorana shielding factor in the future,
the systematic error is studied and eliminated and as
measurements are improved. Also, it may be possible to
range the positions of the attracting masses to get a d
estimate of shielding without making a comparison betwe
measurements with water filled and mercury filled tanks.

In summary, we have obtained a tight constraint on
Majorana gravitational shielding factor from the analysis
the results from an experiment that is being conducted at
Physik-Institut, Universita¨t Zürich to measure the gravita
tional constant. This new constraint is about a factor of 1
lower than the positive results obtained by Majorana in
1920s and a factor of about 5 better than the constraint
tained by Braginsky in a more modern laboratory expe
ment.
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